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Welcome 
to Rugby 
Phoenix

With annual revenues approaching $700 million, we 
are America’s leading wholesale distributor of specialty 
building products used principally in the commercial, 
industrial, retail, residential, and institutional construction 
markets. Core offerings include plywood, lumber, 
composite panels, solid surface, quartz, acrylic, laminate, 
passage doors, mouldings, hardware, veneer and 
edgebanding. Value added services range from custom 
milling and cabinet components to door pre-hanging and 
panel pre-finishing.

Take a tour of our facility 
by watching a short video clip

WATCH NOW

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
http://www.rugbyabp.co/videos/Rugby-Phoenix-Facility.mp4
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For over 20 years Rugby Architectural Building 
Products has been a market leader in Phoenix, 
Arizona where we are the primary source for 
hardwood plywood, lumber, TFL, solid surface 
and composite panel products.

Rugby is proven reliability. Rugby is committed 
to fulfilling its promise to supply high quality 
products, competitively priced and delivered in a 
timely manner by industry professionals who know 
the value of exceptional service.

America’s Leading 
Distributor

Why make Rugby 
your supplier?

C012656

Look for 
FSC® Certified 

 Products

The mark of
responsible forestry

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
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+125,000 SHOP MANAGE
products online at 
iShopRugby.com

when it’s most 
convenient for 
you 24/7

your account

Place orders

Check order status

Research products

...and more!

iShop .com

Shop quickly and easily on Experience today!iShop .com

SCAN
THE QR CODE
with your tablet or phone 
to see KCD Products 

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/Suppliers/Kitchen-Cabinet-Distributors
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When 
You Need 
Cabinets, 
You Need 
KCD!

Count on Rugby to deliver precisely engineered cabinets 
with your choice of traditional or contemporary door 
styles along with an extensive assortment of Rev-A-Shelf 
accessories. All our products are engineered from high 
quality materials and backed  by comprehensive product 
warranties.

Over 1000 different cabinet accessory options

Both contemporary and traditional door styles

Comprehensive Rev-A-Shelf hardware program

You provide 
the space, and 
we’ll provide all 
the cabinet and 
accessory solutions 
you need to get the 
job done right.

CLICK TO VIEW BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW BROCHURE

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1656357239/Suppliers/Rev-a-Shelf/Documents/Brochures/Rev-A-Shelf_Cabinet_Accessory_Guide_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1708365304/Suppliers/Kitchen_Cabinet_Distributors/Documents/Brochures/Rugby_KCD_Product_Catalog_MPNW.pdf
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QUARTZ MDF

Rugby Phoenix is proud to announce our partnership
with American Quartz, representing American Quartz
brand as the stocking distributor for Arizona.

Founded in 2020 American Quartz is the first premium
quality quartz slabs to be manufactured in the
Western United States using domestically sourced raw
materials, providing high quality quartz slabs ideal for
any kitchen, bathroom, or commercial application

20+ colors stocked at our Phoenix location
Slab size 63” x 126”
2 cm colors stocked, 3 cm thickness available 
by special order
Made in USA

AVAILABLE COLORS

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

Unique in today’s wood products industry with a 
vertically integrated structure driven by over 600,000 
acres of our own sustainably managed forestlands 
in Oregon, Virginia and North Carolina, Roseburg 
products are shipped and used throughout North 
America and the Pacific Rim. 

Roseburg offers the most technically diverse line of
medium density fiberboard (MDF) products in North
America. From moisture resistant to flame retardant to
no-added formaldehyde (NAF), Roseburg has a panel 
to suit every need including LEED®.

Medite 3D

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

MDF

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

Armorite MDF

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

Medite

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

Arreis

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

Medex

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1656428283/Suppliers/Veneer_Tech/Documents/Brochures/Veneer_Tech_CollectionBrochure_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1610039287/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/MDF/Documents/Spec_Sheets/Roseburg_MDF_Medite3D_Medford_Spec_Sheet.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1610038472/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/MDF/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_MDF_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1701901221/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/MDF/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_Armorite_MDF_Brochure_HW_US.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1647903737/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_Medite_El_Dorado_TDS_080119_RUGBY.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1659642682/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_Arreis_MDF_SpecSheet_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1626879203/Suppliers/Roseburg_Forest_Products/Documents/Brochures/Roseburg_Medex_MDF_SpecSheet_Rugby.pdf
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Burlap

Sarek Ash

Ruston Maple

Chique

Luxent

Benham Pine

Natural Linen

Bergen Ash

Sable Glow

Toasted Oak

Narvik Ash

Pacaya

TFL COMPOSITES

12 OF THE 80 AVAILABLE DESIGNS

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

PRISM is a colorful thermally fused laminate brand
that has real character with a designer-friendly focus.

Our Exclusive Collection, targeting commercial and
residential applications, consists of over 80 designs
(Woodgrains, Abstracts and Specialty Solids) available
only from PRISM.

Boreal is a tactile, striated texture that invites 
adventure and limitless design possibilities. Velvet
offers a warm touch to surfaces. The smooth, matte
texture amps up sophistication in woodgrain and
solid designs.

Prism TFL is all matched up! Our Symmetry Program
features a wide array of complementary products
including edgebanding, high pressure laminate, door
and drawer components.

TFL | Thermally Fused Laminate

2 New Textures – Boreal and Velvet

Symmetry Program

EDGEBANDING

Duraflake is the particleboard specialist with a wide
variety of custom engineered grades to fit specific
market needs.

Manufactured in Albany, OR predominantly with
Douglas fir, a material that is known for strength 
and stability, the Duraflake particleboard brand is 
renowned for its specialty grade offerings. Each
panel is engineered to perform in a host of 
applications such as, cabinets, countertops, shelving, 
store fixtures, office furniture and door components.

100% recycled and/or recovered wood content - 
Available raw or Prism TFL finished 
Also available in VESTA low emitting (ULEF) technology 
- Predominantly produced with Douglas fir 
Panel thickness ranges from 3/8” to 1-3/4” 
- Softwood based with excellent core integrity

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1653781818/Suppliers/Arauco/Trupan_MDF/Documents/Brochures/Arauco_Trupan_MDF_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1685371514/Suppliers/Arauco/Prism/Documents/Brochures/Arauco_Prism_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
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TP manufactures both fir and pine particleboard 
substrates.

Specially engineered for excellent
machinability and screw-holding power

Carefully engineered for 
beauty and quality

PlyClear® is Mt.Baker Products’ exclusive
formaldehyde-free resin

We’re proud manufacturers of hardwood plywood unrivaled 
in quality and environmental responsibility.

We offer a full range of hardwood veneer species in a variety 
of grades and core options, including exotic veneers in any 
order quantity.

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

5’ x 24’ 20 opening press
NAF, CARB Exempt
MR10, MR50, and FR panels available
FSC® available on all products
Ampine NAF panels – Ampine NAF Industrial, 
Commercial, UnderLayment, Counter Top, Shelving
Encore NAF panels – Encore, Encore FR, Encore MR 
50, Encore HD, Encore Select, Encore Counter Top
Product specifications can be tailored
to customer requirements. Minimums vary.

Features and Benefits

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

Panels Wood 
Solutions

Mt.Baker’s Soy Based Adhesive eliminates added urea 
formaldehyde from veneer core and NAF composite 
hardwood plywood panels . From manufacturing to 
the consumer, all will have peace of mind knowing that 
Mt. Baker Products’ PlyClear panels are the healthy 
and environmentally sound choice.

With a production capacity of 8,000 boards a day. 
Decospan is Europe’s market leader in veneered 
materials. Their unique high pressure, low 
temperature pressing procedure guarantees the 
highest quality results in three available grades:

Cut from uniform, unblemished logs with an 
attractive design and pattern structure processed 
for their visual quantity. Panels are sequenced and 
umbered to ensure maximum grain continuity.

This variant allows a number of characteristics that 
are specific to the wood but are in no way disruptive 
to the appearance . Numbered sequences will be 
shorter than those found in Architectural.

Economically priced, these panels have a less 
regular structure with color nuances, smaller series, 
and more knots.

Architectual 

Classic

Commercial

 Mt .Baker Products PlyClear® panels are 
available exclusively through Rugby Architectural 
Building Products in Phoenix, Arizona 
Mt.Baker Veneer and MDX Cores

Veneer 5/32”–1-1/2”
MDX 3/8” – 1-1/2

NAF PBC and MDF Cores
PBC 1/2” – 1-1/2”
MDF 5/32” – 1-1/4” 

Panel Dimensions
4’ x 6’, 4’ x 7’, 4’ x 8’,
4’ x 10’ (1/2” Oversize)

Ampine

Prefinish Process

Timber Products 
Overview

TP Hardwood Ply 
360o Plant Tour

Layup Process

SCAN OR CLICK TO WATCH VIDEOS

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1633466372/Suppliers/Timber_Products_Company/Documents/Brochures/Timber_Products_Hardwood_Plywood_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1623796206/Suppliers/Mt%20Baker/Documents/Brochures/Mt_Baker_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1628598876/Suppliers/Timber_Products_Company/Documents/Brochures/Timber_Products_-_Ampine_Particleboard_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/video/upload/v1647440034/Videos/Vendor_Videos/Timber_Products_Ampine_Particleboard.mp4
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/video/upload/v1647440094/Videos/Training_Videos/Timber_Products_-_Prefinish_Line.mp4
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/video/upload/v1626899601/Videos/Vendor_Videos/Timber_P_-_We_are_timber_products.mp4
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/video/upload/v1647440007/Videos/Vendor_Videos/Medford_Hardwood_Plywood_360_Tour.mp4
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/video/upload/v1647440074/Videos/Training_Videos/Hardwood_Plywood_Manufacturing_-_Layup_Process.mp4
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CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

EnStron Industrial is made from 100% pre-consumer
recycled wood fiber, and no added formaldehyde.
Manufactured in Post Falls Idaho, the board is produced 
from western softwood fiber, and environmentally 
sound pMDI resin. It combines the machinability and 
workability of pine and other whitewood species with 
the most environmentally sound resin technology in the 
composite panel industry.

Our particleboard provides a high quality standard and 
demonstrates our commitment to sustainability and 
indoor air quality. EnStron industrial particleboard is the 
ideal choice for office and residential furniture, kitchen 
and bathroom cabinets, shelving, and door core.

FSC® Certified
CARB Exempt
ECC Eco Certified
Composite

Formaldehyde Free
Moisture Resistant
Fire Resistant
- Class 1 (A)

Plummer Forest Products was born from a rich 
heritage and love for the forest products industry. 
The “can do” attitude of more than 70 people working 
as a tight knit team, make Plummer Forest Products 
a flexible and unique company, always striving to 
improve, one breakthrough at a time.

UV Finished Hardwood 
Plywood Panels

Panels are finished on our state of the art UV line,
utilizing our TuffCoat UV finishing system
Our UV line can accommodate panels up to 5’ wide
and 10’ long and 1-1/2” thick
Our UV finish is durable, cost effective and
environmentally friendly, with virtually no emissions
Birch, Maple, Oak, Alder, Cherry, Beech & many
other species in stock
Wide variety of grades and cores available
We offer clear finish in different gloss levels, custom 
tinted finish, and graphic friendly finish
Available substrates include FSC ®, NAUF, NAF
and CARB II
The panels are used for Kitchen & Bathroom
cabinets, Drawer components, shelving, doorskins,
store fixtures, displays and many other applications
Cut to size and edge finishing available
Custom drawer size programs available

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1624044992/Suppliers/Enstron/Documents/Brochures/EnStron-Brochure_Rugby.pdf
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Thermo-Foil Lamination
Heat/UV-Cured Dry Coatings
Water & Solvent-Based Paints
Thickness 0.375” – 1.00”

Material handling
Recreational vehicles 
Laminating
Agriculture bins
Truck bodies
Marine industry 
Concrete forming 
Furniture framing

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

We manufacture plywood products to various 
grades, dimensions and performance standards 
appropriate for a wide range of customer end-uses. 
We use mainly inland Douglas fir and Western larch 
due to their ability to produce fine grain and smooth 
faces. Controlling quantity from raw materials to 
finished products allows us to build custom plywood 
that meets precise customer expectations. From 
Marine Grade to our proprietary HDF Ultra-Core™ 
laminating panels, we engineer our softwood 
plywood for maximum value.

Our Precision Core panels are manufactured with 
onepiece composed veneer, virtually eliminating core 
voids and gaps and removing the large open defects 
often hidden in the cores of other panels. Core
composers, wood boat patchers, automatic layup 
lines, and six-head sanders give us the flexibility to 
produce panels that meet the exact specifications
for such end uses as: 

When it comes to value, what really counts is not how
much the MDF costs, but how much it costs to use.

For more than three decades in the market, 
Guararapes manufactures MDF panels and it is one of 
the largest plywood panel exporter in Latina America.

With the recent announcement to invest in the MDF 
line, Guararapes’s production capacity increased to 
over 600.000 m³ per year, becoming one the nation’s 
leading MDF production companies and totaling about 
900.000 m³ per year of production from forest based 
panels.

MDF &
HDF

Plywood &
MDF

Designed for rigorous marine use with
plugged “CP” faces.

Marinedeck

High integrity, composed cross-bands with minimal 
core gaps and superior “B” & better faces.

Marinetech

Features High Density Fiberboard surfaces fused to 
a solid core of Industrial Grade Softwood Plywood.

Ultra-Core HDF

Weyerhaeuser Glacier Green™ High Density 
Machining Grade is ideal

PotlatchDeltic Precision Core™ Plywood

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1654621256/Suppliers/Weyerhaeuser/Documents/Brochures/Weyerhaeuser_mdf_chart_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1675082558/Suppliers/Potlatch/Documents/Brochures/Potlatch_Precision_Core_Rugby_pdf.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1644958950/Suppliers/Guararapes/Documents/Brochures/guararapes_brochure_canada_RUGBY.pdf
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Cost-efficient (100% solid - 99.9% transfer) 
instant cure-photochemical reaction that 
produces a consistent, hard finish without 
VOCs or Added Formaldehyde
Stain, fill, seal, UV tint, and topcoat substrates 
from 5 to 80 sheen
Proprietary flexible coating solutions for
loose veneers

Patrick’s Industrial brands support commercial 
builders and home centers all over the U.S. with 
an extensive range of high-quality, factory-
direct materials and one-stop-shop design and 
development expertise.

Ask your Rugby sales representative about Patrick 
Industries key products such as rolled melamine 
and drawersides. 

An industry-recognized leader in UV 
finishing, painting, and staining

MELAMINETEX is characterized by being a board 
covered on both sides by decorative papers, 
saturated in resin and thermally fused under heat 
and pressure to the indicated substrates: particle 
boards and MDF, which give a variety of color and 
designs with or without textures, offering a product 
of high strength and durability.

All our textures complement our traditional portfolio 
(wood and solid), generating new appearances and 
aesthetics to each one of its environments, kitchens, 
offices and other areas, guaranteeing spaces 
adapted to the most avant-garde decoration trends.

Decoboard’s capability springs from modern 
high-speed machines that use the latest in coating 
technology. UV (Ultra-Violet) cured finishes are 
widely regarded as the hardest-working coatings 
available, and Decoboard makes it easy for you to 
take advantage of this incredible technology. Our 
vast capability and automation allows us to complete 
up to 3,000 4x8 faces in one shift, creating cost 
savings that would not be possible by any other 
method.

UV coatings provide environmental benefits as well
Our UV coatings are virtually 100% solids; the coating
stays on the panel, and does not enter the 
atmosphere.

Panels

There are no solvents carrying harmful VOC’s (volatile 
organic compounds), and no added formaldehyde. 
Most traditional finishes have less than 30% solids, 
meaning 70% or more of the product will evaporate. 
In addition, UV coatings applied by roll coater have 
100% transfer efficiency; unused coating returns to the 
container to be cycled through the system again.

Decoboard’s finishing process easily passes the
requirements for LEED; contact us for more details.

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1703875441/Suppliers/Texas_Wooden_Solutions/MelamineTex/Documents/Brochures/TWS_MelamineTex_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
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Wilsonart Engineered Surfaces offers hundreds of
kitchen countertop designs and bathroom vanity 
surfaces to choose from, including woodgrains, 
abstracts and solids.

Wilsonart laminate designs are available with a number 
of premium finish options: traditional matte, glossy 
finishes, and abstract textures.

Wilsonart’s enhanced antimicrobial protection is 
built into the laminate to protect the surface against 
damaging microbes. Antimicrobial agents protect the 
surface against growth of mold and mildew that cause 
stains and odors when used for countertops and
work surfaces.

Wilsonart® SOLICOR™ is a specialty laminate created 
with a solid color core that lets you design visually crisp 
and stunning spaces by eliminating the disruptive brown 
line at the edges.

Specifically designed for environments where chemicals
and harsh cleaners are used, Wilsonart® Chemsurf®
provides exceptional chemical resistance without
sacrificing design or style. Available in Matte finish.

Wilsonart® Decorative Metals collection is the high-tech
hybrid of industrial flair and sophisticated design. 
Whether used for vertical applications or as an accent 
to countertops, the Decorative Metals line is surprisingly 
adaptable and a virtually unbreakable addition to any 
commercial project.

Adhesives Solvents and Cleaners

Specialty
Contact

PVA

SOLICOR™

Chemsurf®

Decorative Metals

The Wilsonart Adhesive product line includes 
solventbased and water-based contact adhesives, 
PVA-type white glues, wood glues, solvents, 
cleaners and custom colored matched caulk for 
Wilsonart® Laminate, Wilsonart® Solid Surface 
and Wilsonart® Quartz designs.

Whether you choose a solvent to clean your 
equipment or one of our cleaners to remove adhesive 
residue from the decorative surface, Wilsonart® 
Solvents and Cleaners will do the job right.

Wilsonart® Color-Matched Caulk is a high-quality 
sealant formulated to color match Wilsonart® 
Laminate, Solid Surface, Quartz and other
hard surfaces.

Wilsonart® Contact Adhesives are specifically 
formulated for use with High Pressure Laminate. 
With outstanding bond strength and high heat 
resistance. These contact adhesives are the perfect 
choice for your countertop, fixture or panel.

Wilsonart’s lineup of poly-vinyl acetate (PVA) 
adhesives and specialty products are sure to meet
the needs of any laminating or woodworking 
operation.CLICK TO VIEW

BROCHURE
CLICK TO VIEW

BROCHURE

LAMINATES ADHESIVES

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1649795053/Suppliers/Wilsonart/Documents/Brochures/Wilsonart_Adhesives_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1656430567/Suppliers/Wilsonart/Documents/Brochures/Wilsonart_Laminate_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
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Reconstituted Wood Veneers

High quality, reconstituted, real wood veneer
0.6mm and 2.0mm matching edgebanding
Veneer sheets or custom panel lay up
Subject to volume and lead time, an infinite array 
of custom colors and patterns available
NAUF and NAF options
FSC® certified available on request

SAMPLE FAN DECK EDGEBANDING

A&D BINDER

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

RECONSTITUTED WOOD VENEERS

16 AVAILABLE DESIGNS Premium Hardwood
Sheet Veneer & Edgebanding

MANY DOMESTIC AND EXOTIC
SPECIES AVAILABLE

White Maple

White Oak 

Sapele

Walnut

European 
Beech

Teak

Cherry

Alder

Mahogany

Veneer Technologies, Inc. manufactures high end
decorative hardwood veneer faces. They carry most domestic 
species and have access to many exotic species from around 
the world. They currently operate ten continuous cross feed 
splicers, producing approximately 6.5 million finished square 
feet of face veneer per month.

Manufactured with a select grade face veneer crosslinked to 
a variety of backers. Backers include 10 mil, 20 mil, 2-ply with 
cross-grain back, 3M peel-n-stick, polyback, true phenolic. 
Sizes are 4’ x 8’, 4’ x 10’, 4’ x 12’.

Standard wood edgebanding
500’ rolls, fleeced and sanded
250’ rolls, preglued EVA hotmelt
UV prefinished, preglued or fleece backed
Widths ½” to 2”
Custom widths and lengths available

Standard colors          250’ rolls          Preglued 

328’ rolls. Thickness 1mm, 1.5mm, 2mm and 3mm

Sheet Veneer

Wood Edgebanding

Melamine Edgebanding

Thick Wood Edge Rolls
Please inquire about 
available widths and species

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

HARDWOOD VENEERS

Monterey

Qtr. Maple

Qtr. Gun Metal 
Ebony

PS Walnut Qtr. Wenge

Qtr. Cherry

Slate Qtr. Teak

Rift White Oak

VG Fir

Napa

Qtr. Walnut

Qtr. Champagne

River Pine Mountain Walnut Desert Acacia

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1661256949/Suppliers/HDI/Echo_Wood/Documents/Brochures/Echo_Wood_RWV_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1656428283/Suppliers/Veneer_Tech/Documents/Brochures/Veneer_Tech_CollectionBrochure_Rugby.pdf
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Boos® butcher block surfaces fill your kitchen with
timeless tradition in countertop appearance while
maintaining a natural food safe element for food
preparation. Countertops are manufactured with full
length continuous rails.

Charter Industries is a leading supplier of PVC
Edgebanding, Veneer Edgebanding, Sheet 
Veneer, Adhesives and T-Molding. We strive to 
maintain extensive stock inventories, provide 
same-day shipping, offer competitive pricing  
and extend low minimums. 

Our aim is to provide the best service possible  
by understanding your concerns and providing 
the best solutions that meet or exceed  
your expectations.

Easy on the eye, easy on the knife - Boos® end 
grain island tops are manufactured in a vertically 
glued “checkerboard” lay-up. This unique island top 
offering reveals the best of the natural elements in 
hardwood grain.

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

EdgebandingKitchen 
Products

Teknaform produces edgebanding in an endless 
array of brilliant colors, lifelike woodgrains and 
vibrant patterns. Stock items are typically 15/16” x 
.018” x 600’ and/or 15/16” x 1mm x 300’.

Custom production is available in widths from  
1/2” to 4” and in thicknesses from .018” up to 3mm.

Butcher Block Countertops PVC Edgebanding

End Grain Countertops

At the Wood Welded® Companies, we build the 
world’s best hardwood butcher block. From stunning 
kitchen countertops to safe and sensible food prep 
surfaces for culinary professionals to sturdy industrial 
workbench tops–discover why wood just works.

Professional 
Kitchens

Residential
Kitchens

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1633462142/Suppliers/John_Boos/Documents/Brochures/John_Boos_Countertops_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1654697924/Suppliers/Michigan_Maple/Documents/Brochures/Michigan_Maple_Block_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1654697924/Suppliers/Michigan_Maple/Documents/Brochures/Michigan_Maple_Block_Residential_Kitchens_Rugby.pdf
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An integral sink will improve the efficiency and hygienic 
qualities of a kitchen or bath area and, particularly,
interior commercial applications. Staron all-acrylic sinks 
and bowls are installed in combination with Staron sheet 
materials as part of a continuous surface featuring 
imperceptible seams for a perfect, uninterrupted fit. 
That also means there are no gaps or crevices for 
bacteria or mold to accumulate and grow. Whichever 
style you choose, Staron’s non-porous, hygienic surfaces 
will always be easy to clean and maintain.

Staron high-performance acrylic solid surface is
known for excellent workability and easy maintenance. 
Its homogenous, color-through composition is 
nonporous and ultra-hygienic, making Staron an 
ideal surfacing option for a wide range of commercial 
interior applications and residential spaces.

Sinks and Bowls100% Acrylic Solid Surface

10-year limited commercial warranty
Ultra hygienic / non-porous
Thermo-formable
90 design inspired color options available
Integrated sinks and bowls available.
All ADA compliant
Sample sets of Staron are available along
with individual color samples

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

SAMPLE BINDER 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE COLORS12 OF 90 COLORS STOCKED BY RUGBY

Pebble Grey

Dawn

Cloudbank

Venezia

Bamboo

Loam

Meadow

Glimmer

Ocean View

White Paper

Rattan

Presto

ACRYLIC SOLID SURFACE SINKS AND BOWLS

Sink A1121 Sink A1181

Sink A1231 Sink A2311

Bowl A3181 Bowl A3211

Bright White Pearl Ivory

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1659981383/Suppliers/Lotte_Advanced_Materials/Staron/Documents/Brochures/Staron_Catalog_Rugby.pdf
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Manufactured using world class co-extrusion technology
and polyurethane reactive resins, Stylelite possess an 
optical grade finish suitable for any residential, retail,
commercial, cultural or institutional project where 
a  ripple free, highly durable and easy to maintain 
contemporary finish is desired.

EGR are opening first U.S. production facility in Southern 
California in Q1, 2024. 

Stainless Steel Sinks

Rugby Stainless Steel Sinks are 304 grade 18/10
chromium nickel content with full undercoating &
sound damping pads. Models available in both  
18- & 16-gauge stainless steel
Faucets are lead-free, no brass or plastic lining.
Assembled with Cerametec Ceramic disc cartridges
and Neoperl aerators
Limited lifetime warranty
UPC IAPMO Certified
CNC/DXF certified files available
Sinks and Faucets are brushed satin finish
16 sink models and 7 faucet models

60+ colors locally stocked Nonstock colors available
with 7-10 day lead time
Accurately measures and dispenses the correct
amount of pre-colored adhesive
Fast and uniform cure in as little as 20 minutes
Automates adhesive application with minimal waste
Reliable bond provides the strength
of Epoxy,the speed and color
stability of Acrylic
Polish to match the gloss of the
surrounding material
Low-emitting product can help
qualify for LEED points

Won’t chip, crack, peel, flake or delaminate
Perfectly balanced
Highest workability in category
Easily thermoformable for near-seamless installation
Robust color range available in different cores,
lengths & thicknesses
UV & color change protected
7-10 Year Warranty
Generally repairable if lightly of moderately
scratched saving time, money and inconvenience

SINKS AND ADHESIVES HIGH GLOSS AND MATTE PANEL

Surface Bonder XI a color matched adhesive for 
Quartz, Natural Stone, Solid Surface, Ceramic and 
more available in more than 300 colors. Surface 
bonder XI is a semi-automated mix and dispenser 
system composed of a dual component cartridge,  
static mixer and hand-held dispenser.

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

LAMINATED SAMPLES  
AVAILABLE

The Ultimate High Gloss and 
Matte Panel System

Sinks and 
Adhesives

EDGEBANDINGSAMPLE BINDER 
AVAILABLE

Alabaster

Lavato Oak

Graphite

Arctic

Mocha

Slate

Ash

Ruby

Carbon

Sand

10 OF 44 AVAILABLE PATTERNS

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1655849878/Suppliers/Integra_Adhesives/Documents/Brochures/Integra_Adhesives_Surface_Bonder_XI_Rugby.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1606164907/Suppliers/EGR/StyleLite/Documents/StyleLite_Brochure_2019_Rugby.pdf
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Versatile High Gloss
Polymer Panels
Combining its beautiful ripple free, highly scratch
resistant surface with magnificent panel depth and light
weight, Lustrolite® is a vastly superior alternative to tiles,
glass and other materials.

Brilliant mirror reflection and high gloss finish
Significantly less expensive than equivalent
glass products
Effortless to clean due to its advanced scratch and
chemical resistant hard coating
Can be cut, drilled, filed and planed with standard
woodworking tools (e.g. circular saws, jigsaws, files
and planers)
Half the weight of equivalent glass panels yet up to
25 times stronger making handling, installation and
longevity vastly superior
Fantastic for hygiene as Lustrolite’s smooth
surface does not harbor mold or bacteria

Lustrolite’s impressive list of features includes:

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

HIGH GLOSS PANELS

Rugby
Custom
Panel
Division

Custom
Plywood
Panels

Rugby HPL 
Panels

High Pressure 
Laminate Panels
Custom Made to 
Your Specifications

In-house high-pressure lamination line

Most all brands of HPL and Metals

Large variety of substrates and specialty core 
materials

Press capability up to 5’x12’

Thicknesses from 1/4” to 3”

Quick lead times. No minimums

All panels are cleaned and trim routed

Environmentally friendly water-based PVA adhesives

FSC® certified panels are available

Special thicknesses can be manufactured to your 
specifications

Experienced and knowledgeable industry leading 
personnel

Plywood panels custom
made to your specifications

Domestic and exotic wood
veneer species available

Large variety of substrate
core materials

Available in many thicknesses
and sizes

Custom configurations, cuts,
machining and finishing options

Quality domestic 
manufacturing

Excellent lead times.
No minimums.

CHOOSE RUGBY TO SAVE 
YOU TIME AND MONEY ON 
YOUR CUSTOM HPL PANELS!

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1655910081/Suppliers/Lustrolite/Documents/Brochures/Lustrolite_Brochure_Rugby.pdf
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Domestic Softwood

Domestic Species: 
Hardwood 

Imported Species

Cedar / Aromatic

Southern Yellow Pine

Cedar / Western Red CVG

Cypress

Fir / Vertical Grain

White Pine / Eastern Knotty

A comprehensive assortment of Domestic and Imported Options

To ensure prompt supply of exotics and imports, Hardwoods 
import consolidation yard is located in Leland, North Carolina.4/4 through 16/4. All lengths and grades

S2S, SL1E and ripping available
Width sorted Red Oak, Hard Maple, and Poplar
S4S, Sanding and Custom millwork packages 
including custom knife grinding available

TED Talks:  
How Hardwood Lumber  
Improves Our Lives  

– Criswell Davis | Hardwood Expert

WATCH NOW

Hardwood
Lumber

Alder

Birch - Red

Hickory

Ash

Birch - White

Maple

Oak - Red,
Rift & QTR

Beech - American

Birch - Western

Maple - Hard

Birch - Western

Oak - White Poplar

Birch

Cherry

Maple - Western

African
Mahogany

Iroko

Sapele

Utile (Sipo)

Afromosia Jatoba

Spanish Cedar

Wenge

Anigre

Padouk Teak

Zebrawood

Genuine
Mahogany

Purpleheart Tigerwood

LUMBER: DOMESTIC HARDWOOD LUMBER: IMPORTED

ADENTRA IMPORTS STOCK LIST

CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP

CLICK TO VIEW
BROCHURE

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/video/upload/v1626899883/Videos/Vendor_Videos/Ted_Talks.mp4
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1698947904/ADENTRA_Imports/Documents/Stock_Lists/ADENTRA_Imports_Stock_List_November_2023.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/hdi/image/upload/v1699380644/ADENTRA_Imports/Documents/Brochures/ADENTRA_Imports_Brochure.pdf


Servicing America

ALABAMA

GEORGIA

ILLINOIS

IOWA

INDIANA

MAINE

ARKANSASARIZONA

CALIFORNIA

IDAHO

NEVADA

COLORADO
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NEW
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TEXAS
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WASHINGTON
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Door Manufacturing Moulding and Millwork Manufacturing
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Nashville, TN 

615-885-0355

Houston, TX

713-692-3388

Albuquerque, NM

505-924-2270

Carlstadt, NJ

201-807-9701

Rockford, IL

815-965-9439

Atlanta, GA

404-699-3900

Kansas City, MO

816-531-0161

NY Metro 

631-242-4369

Charlotte, NC

704-494-0703

Salt Lake City, UT

801-972-9393

Boston Metro - Stoughton 

781-341-9255

Lubbock, TX

806-778-8902

Denver, CO

303-296-7260

Phoenix, AZ 

602-252-3322

Olathe, KS

913-738-8074

Amarillo, TX 

806-352-2382

Kernersville, NC 

336-993-8686

Chattanooga, TN

423-332-1377

Savannah, GA

912-965-1061

Birmingham, AL

404-792-2290

Portland, OR

503-692-3322

Columbus, GA

706-565-5337

Las Vegas, NV

702-248-0050

Tampa, FL

813-888-6824

Boise, ID 

208-336-3911

Roanoke, VA

540-857-0425

Dallas, TX

214-638-5161

Los Angeles, CA

909-466-7315

Wilmington, NC

910-794-7225

https://rugbyabp.com/
https://www.ishoprugby.com/

